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Abstract. Plant diseases are one of the most serious issues that can decrease the value
and volume of plant goods. It is time-consuming for farmers to discover and identify
the disease by observing the leaves of plants, even with specialists scientists and laboratory processes. This study proposed the deep learning approach to address the real-world
problems that are contained in the PlantDoc dataset. The deep learning method aims to
classify plant leaf disease images from the PlantDoc dataset. First, four state-of-the-art
convolutional neural networks (CNNs): VGG16, MobileNetV2, InceptionResNetV2, and
DenseNet201, were proposed to enhance the plant leaf disease classification performance.
As a result, for the baseline CNN model, DenseNet201 showed better performance with an
accuracy of 67.18%, while the second-best CNN model was the InceptionResNetV2 with
an accuracy of 61.75%. In addition, the data augmentation techniques (rotation, zoom,
brightness, cutout, and mixup) were combined in the training process. The InceptionResNetV2 when combined with the rotation technique obtained an accuracy of 66.02% and
outperformed all other CNNs. Importantly, based on our experimental results, the data
augmentation techniques with brightness, cutout, and mixup were less satisfactory on the
PlantDoc dataset. Second, we proposed the snapshot ensemble to improve the performance of the CNN models. We evaluated the classification performance by applying the
snapshot ensemble with 4 and 5 cosine annealing cycles and optimized the learning rate
using a stochastic gradient descent algorithm. We also examined the snapshot ensemble
with the weighted and unweighted ensemble methods. The experimental results showed
that the DenseNet201 when training with the snapshot ensemble method (4-cycle) obtained the accuracy of 69.51%.
Keywords: Snapshot ensemble method, Cyclical cosine annealing, Convolutional neural
network, Deep learning, Data augmentation technique, Plant disease classiﬁcation

1. Introduction. Many countries in the world have placed importance on preserving
suﬃcient numbers of plants and are continually applying greater eﬀorts to increasing the
quantity and quality of plants. Not only are plants the only source of oxygen for human,
but they are also considered to be a crucial food and products resource. However, the
problems of plant diseases nowadays arising for many reasons, without any immediate
preventive actions will have an eﬀect on the reduction of both quality and quantity of
plant products. The symptoms caused by the plant diseases can appear on their leaves and
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can be observed by the naked eyes. As the classiﬁcation of plant disease requires experts
and laboratory methods, which are time-consuming and costly, the automated plant leaf
disease classiﬁcation technique [1] is necessary for this challenging task to decrease time
spent and labor cost.
The trend in the introduction of deep learning methods is gaining attention and the
methods have been applied to various problems. Deep learning is an approach that many
researchers are interested in selecting as a solution that can be applied to detection,
segmentation, and diagnosis [2, 3]. Moreover, the approach is considered as an eﬀective
way to achieve classiﬁcation tasks [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Therefore, there are many studies in
diﬀerent ﬁelds using deep learning methods, such as human motion detection, medical
treatment, science, and agriculture [9, 10, 11]. This research is bringing about several
beneﬁts to these ﬁelds.
The problem with plant diseases is one which researchers are trying to use deep learning
based models to solve. Some studies have applied deep learning methods to detecting and
diagnosing plant disease using a dataset of healthy and diseased plant leaf images [12].
In addition, the deep learning approach is used to automatically estimate the severity of
the disease based on images of the aﬀected leaves. Convolutional neural network (CNN)
is a deep learning method and is a widely used technique to classify images. The CNN
method is increasingly being adapted to plant leaf disease classiﬁcation [13].
The objective of the study is to enhance the classiﬁcation of plant leaf disease images
from the PlantDoc dataset [14] based on snapshot ensemble CNN techniques. We applied
state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks and data augmentation techniques to evaluating the plant disease classiﬁcation performance on the PlantDoc dataset and achieved
the highest record of 69.51% accuracy. The CNN architectures employed in the experiments comprised VGG16, MobileNetV2, InceptionResNetV2, and DenseNet201. The
pre-trained models of four CNNs were used to decrease training time and also increase
CNN performance. The data augmentation techniques were proposed to reconstruct the
new training image while training the CNN model, containing rotation, zoom, brightness,
cutout [15], and mixup [16]. Furthermore, we performed experiments with ensemble methods. With the ensemble methods, the output probabilities of the CNNs were provided
to calculate the output with the snapshot, weighted, and unweighted ensemble methods.
Importantly, the snapshot ensemble method used the stochastic gradient descent to optimize the cost function to the minimum cost by using the cosine annealing cycles to change
to the learning rate over training epochs.
This paper is organized in the following way. A literature review in Section 2 describes
the literature related to the proposed method. Section 3 presents the theoretical background of the snapshot ensemble convolutional neural networks. Section 4 describes the
PlantDoc dataset used in the experiments and explains the experimental results. The
conclusion and future directions are presented in Section 5.
2. Literature Review. Hidayat et al. [17] implemented CNN architecture to classify diseases in crop plants and evaluated it on a dataset of corn disease images from PlantVillage
with 3,854 datasets. Moreover, it was developed to be usable through a mobile application. In many studies, classiﬁcation of disease often focuses on leaves [13], as they are
more visible than other parts of the plant. Militante et al. [18] proposed to use CNN to
design a system for the recognition of plant leaf diseases in a wide variety of plants and to
use it by combining it with data augmentation techniques to enhance the image dataset.
It achieved an accuracy rate of up to 96.5%. Syarief and Setiawan [19] proposed the CNN
models to extract the deep feature from the maize leaf disease images. The deep features
were then transferred to the machine learning techniques (including support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbors, and decision tree) for classiﬁcation. The experimental
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result showed that AlexNet combined with SVM was the best way to classify maize leaf
diseases.
There have been many eﬀorts to enhance CNN for plant leaf disease classiﬁcation and
detection. Alruwaili et al. [7] proposed an eﬀective solution for improving the classiﬁer
model based on the deep learning approach. The AlexNet architecture was proposed
to generate the model of the plant diseases. When comparing with the other existing
methods it achieved 99.11% accuracy. Begum et al. [20] used three CNN architectures:
modiﬁed MobileNet, Xception, and InceptionResNetV2 to diagnose the leaf diseases in
tomato, potato, and bell pepper. The experimental results showed that the MobileNet
was the best model with an average accuracy of up to 97.0%. Hu et al. [21] proposed a
CNN algorithm for corn leaf disease recognition by using data augmentation for enhancing
the training set and transfering learning technique to improve the accuracy of the CNN
model. The optimized CNN showed an average accuracy of 97.6% on a subset of the
PlantVillage dataset that contained four categories (corn gray leaf spot, corn common
rust, corn northern leaf blight, and healthy leaves).
For the snapshot ensemble of the CNN, Nguyen and Pernkopf [22] proposed the new
CNN model that was trained on a cosine cycle learning rate schedule to classify the lung
sound. The CNN model contained 7 convolution layers with a diﬀerent number of ﬁlters
and stride. The input and output shapes of the CNN model were 50 × N × 1 and 4
units, where N is the number of temporal feature frames. For the snapshot ensemble, the
multiple output probabilities of the CNN models for each snapshot were then computed
using the average weight method. The result showed an accuracy of 78.4% on the ICBHI
2017 dataset. The result of the proposed CNN model combined with the snapshot ensemble method also outperformed the other existing methods. Additionally, Dede et al. [2]
proposed to use the snapshot ensemble method to classify aerial scene images. The pretrained CNN architectures, including Inception and DenseNet, were selected to create the
CNN models and evaluated the performance on the AID and RESISC45 datasets. They
performed experiments by training Inception and DenseNet with the snapshot ensemble
method. The results showed that the snapshot ensemble of the Inception outperformed
other methods on the RESISC45 dataset. Consequently, the snapshot ensemble of the
DenseNet obtained 96.59% accuracy on the AID dataset, which was higher than with the
Inception model.
It can be seen that the CNN architectures can be proposed to address the classiﬁcation
problem in several applications, such as human gait, medical treatment, and agriculture.
Additionally, the classiﬁcation performance was improved when we combined the CNN
architecture with the ensemble method. In this paper, we then proposed the snapshot
ensemble CNN to solve the plant leaf disease classiﬁcation. The framework of the snapshot
ensemble CNN is then described as follows.
3. Snapshot Ensemble Convolutional Neural Networks. This section applied
snapshot ensemble convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to solving problems in the classiﬁcation of plant diseases, especially plant leaf diseases. When training the single CNN
using the stochastic gradient descent algorithm with a standard learning rate schedule,
the network discovers only the global minimum cost. The snapshot ensemble [23] was
proposed to address ﬁnding diﬀerent local minimum costs by using a cyclic learning rate
schedule. Hence, the best weight model in each cycle is then selected as the snapshot. The
optimization algorithm and cyclical cosine annealing proposed in the snapshot ensemble
method are described as follows.
3.1. Stochastic gradient descent optimization algorithm. The stochastic gradient
descent is the optimization algorithm that is usually used in convolutional neural work,
called SGD optimizer. The SGD optimizer considers the loss function l(ŷ, y) that measures
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the prediction cost (ŷ) when the actual class is y. The SGD optimizer allows the loss
function to update the weight parameter for each training example x until it progresses
to the minimum cost [24, 25, 26], as shown in Figure 1. The equation of the SGD optimizer
is deﬁned as
θt+1 = θt − αt ▽θ Q(xt , θt )

(1)

where θ is a weight parameter, θt , t = 1, 2, . . . is a stochastic process, α is the learning
rate, and θt − αt ▽θ Q(xt , θt ) is the weight updates of each weight coeﬃcient θ.

Figure 1. Illustration of the optimal learning rate
3.2. Cyclical cosine annealing. Smith [27] invented the novel learning rate, which is
the hyper-parameter for training a deep neural network, called cyclical learning rates.
The main idea is to train the network with cyclical learning rates instead of ﬁxed learning
rates. Consequently, a cosine annealing was proposed by Loshchilov and Hutter [28] to
decay the learning rate with a cosine function. In these methods, the learning rate starts
with a high value and then decreases from decreases stepwise at random times to discover
multiple local minimum values. The cosine annealing learning rate helps the model gather
the ﬁrst local minimum after a few epochs [23]. The cyclical cosine annealing learning
rate is deﬁned as
( (
))
α0
π mod (t − 1, ⌈T /M ⌉)
α(t) =
cos
(2)
2
⌈T /M ⌉
where α is the learning rate. The initial learning rate α0 starts with a large value and
then anneals to a lower value. t is the epoch number, T is the total number of training
epochs, and M is the number of cycles that are divided from the training process. The
training process using cyclical cosine annealing learning (M = 4) is shown in Figure 2.
3.3. Ensemble methods. A brief deﬁnition of the ensemble methods proposed in the
experiment is explained in this section.
Snapshot Ensemble. The learning rate is computed by using cosine annealing (see
Equation (2)). At the start of each training cycle, a high learning rate is deﬁned. Hence,
the learning rate is decreased in each iteration until it obtains the local minimum according
to the training loss. In this process, the best weighted model is taken, called a snapshot
[23]. The number of weighted models that are used in the ensemble method depends on
training cycles (M ). For the ensemble prediction, we average the weighted models of the
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Figure 2. Illustration of the training process using 4 cosine annealing
cycles (M = 4) and training with 100 epochs (B = 100)
last n models, which is calculated using the softmax function. The snapshot ensemble is
computed as
n
1∑
yensemble =
softmax (w)
⃗
(3)
n i=1
where w
⃗ is weight vector of the CNN models, n is the number of snapshot models and
n ≤ M.
Unweighted Ensemble. The weighted models (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ), which are the output
probabilities of the CNNs computed by the softmax function, are averaged [29]. The
unweighted ensemble is given by
n
1∑
y=
wi
(4)
n i=1
where w is weighted model of the CNNs and n is the number of weighted models.
Weighted Ensemble. The weight parameters α are multiplied by the CNN weighted
models (wi ). In the weighted ensemble method, the higher weight parameter is assigned
to the CNN weighted model given a higher accuracy. The weighted ensemble is given by
n
1∑
y=
αi wi
(5)
n i=1
where w is weighted model of the CNNs, α is the weight parameters, and n is the number
of weighted models.
4. Experimental Results. In this section, we described the PlantDoc dataset that was
used in the experiments. For the experimental result, we used TensorFlow deep learning
framework that was running on Ubuntu version 18. All experiments were evaluated
with Intel(R) Core-i9-9900K CPU@3.60Gz ×16, 32GB RAM, and GPU NVIDIA GeForce
GTX1080Ti to guarantee consistent performance.
4.1. PlantDoc dataset. The PlantDoc dataset was collected taking account of the realworld problems. The dataset provided 2,598 images and 28 classes (18 disease and 10
healthy classes) for experimenting on the classiﬁcation problem. Then, the raw images
called uncropped images were used for evaluating the performance of the deep learning
methods [14]. This dataset contains various samples of leaf images, i.e., leaf image records
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Figure 3. Sample images of the PlantDoc dataset: (A) Apple leaf, (B)
corn leaf blight, (C) soybean leaf, and (D) tomato septoria leaf spot
from the natural environment, leaf images with the white background, other objects in
the image, and composites of leaf images in a presentation slide which contained much
text, as shown in Figure 3.
4.2. Experiments of the CNN architectures. For the CNN based experiments, we
compared four state-of-the-art CNN architectures: VGG16, InceptionResNetV2, MobileNetV2, and DenseNet201 on the PlantDoc dataset. The PlantDoc dataset was split
into 80% for the training set (2,078 images) and 20% for the test set (520 images). We
followed a default input layer for all CNN architectures (see Table 1), except only the
output layer. We selected the output layer as 28 units, according to the category of the
PlantDoc dataset.
Table 1. Classiﬁcation performances (training time, accuracy, and F1score) for the state-of-the-art CNN architectures on the PlantDoc dataset
CNN architectures

Training
time
N/A

VGG16 [14]
Image size = 100 × 100
Pre-trained weights = ImageNet
VGG16 [14]
N/A
Image size = 100 × 100
Pre-trained weights = ImageNet+PVD
VGG16
21 min
Image size = 224 × 224
Pre-trained weights = ImageNet
MobileNetV2
18 min
Image size = 224 × 224
Pre-trained weights = ImageNet
InceptionResNetV2
1 h 15 min
Image size = 299 × 299
Pre-trained weights = ImageNet
DenseNet201
1 h 4 min
Image size = 224 × 224
Pre-trained weights = ImageNet

Batch
Accuracy (%) F1-score
size
N/A
13.74
0.12

N/A

29.73

0.28

16

51.07

0.56

32

59.42

0.61

32

61.75

0.61

8

67.18

0.67

Furthermore, to compare the experimental result, we ﬁrst selected the VGG16 model
with an image size of 224 × 224 pixels and compared it with VGG16 with an image size
of 100 × 100 pixels [14]. Second, MobileNetV2 architecture, which improved the performance of MobileNet architecture and provided a small model size, was examined. Third,
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we experimented on the very deep CNN models of DenseNet201 (201 layers) and InceptionResNetV2 (572 layers). We experimented with stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
optimization for training the CNN networks. We set the parameters as follows: momentum = 0.9, learning rate = 0.001, training epoch = 100, and batch sizes were 8, 16, 32,
64, and 128 images per batch. The accuracy and F1-score were reported.
As shown in Table 1, Singh et al. [14] presented the experimental results of the VGG16
on the PlantDoc dataset by using an image size of 100 × 100 pixels. In their experiments,
the pre-trained model trained on the ImageNet and PlantVillage (PVD) datasets was
used. The best accuracy was only 29.73% when using the ImageNet+PVD as a pretrained weight. However, we proposed to use VGG16, InceptionResNetV2, MobileNetV2,
and DenseNet201 and used the same setting as Singh et al. [14], except for the PVD pretrained weight, size of the images, and batch size. The experiments of the VGG16 using
parameter settings for image size of 224×224 pixels, batch size of 16, obtained an accuracy
of 51.07%. The accuracy was higher (around 20%) than Singh et al. [14]. Additionally,
DenseNet201 outperformed other CNN architectures on the PlantDoc dataset with an
accuracy of 67.18% and the F1-score with 0.67.

Figure 4. The feature maps visualization of the DenseNet201 architecture:
(A) Input image, (B) ﬁrst convolution layer, the output from (C) dense
block layer 1, (D) dense block layer 2, and (E) dense block layer 4
Figure 4 visualizes the feature map of the DenseNet201 architecture, which is the output
of the convolutional layers corresponding to the leaf image. The Grad-CAM images that
localize class-discriminative regions [30] are shown in Figure 5. Note that the red regions
indicate class-discriminative regions for the CNN network.
Table 2 shows the performances obtained from the CNN architectures combined with
diﬀerent data augmentation techniques: rotation, zoom, brightness, cutout, and mixup.
The experimental results showed that the InceptionResNetV2 combined with the rotation
method outperformed all CNN models. For the data augmentation techniques, the CNN
model combined with the rotation and zoom techniques outperformed the CNN model
combined brightness, cutout, and mixup techniques on the PlantDoc dataset. The results showed that the InceptionResNetV2 combined with the rotation method achieved
the highest accuracy of 66.02%. On the other hand, the brightness, cutout, and mixup
achieved extremely low performance between 3-10%. Consequently, based on our experiments on the PlantDoc dataset, the rotation techniques were used in the following
experiments.
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Figure 5. (color online) Illustration of (A) PlantDoc images and the GradCAM visualization of the (B) VGG16, (C) MobileNetV2, (D) InceptionResNetV2, and (E) DenseNet201 models that localize class-discriminative
regions for PlantDoc images
Table 2. Classiﬁcation performances for the CNN architectures combined
with diﬀerent data augmentation techniques
Data augmentation
Accuracy of CNN architectures (%)
Techniques Parameters InceptionResNetV2 MobileNetV2 DenseNet201 VGG16
Rotation
[−30, 30]
66.02
61.55
58.83
55.92
Zoom
[0.5, 1.0]
65.05
59.61
62.14
55.87
Brightness
[0.2, 1.0]
5.63
2.52
6.99
10.12
Cutout
0.2
4.27
10.10
4.47
10.10
Mixup
0.4
4.66
4.27
3.50
10.21
4.3. Results of the snapshot ensemble CNN. Based on the experiment results as
shown in Table 2, we then selected the rotation technique for the data augmentation
technique. For the CNN models, we proposed to use four CNN architectures, including
VGG16, MobileNetV2, InceptionResNetV2, and DenseNet201. In these experiments, we
compared the snapshot ensemble using diﬀerent cosine annealing cycles. The experimental
results were shown in Table 3.
Table 3 presents the classiﬁcation results using the snapshot ensemble with four and
ﬁve cosine annealing cycles. For four cosine annealing cycles, ﬁrst, we trained the CNN
models without using the data augmentation technique. The result showed that the
DenseNet201 outperformed other CNN models with an accuracy of 69.32%. In comparison, the VGG16 achieved an accuracy of only 59.91%. Second, we evaluated the
data augmentation technique using rotation. The DenseNet201 achieved an accuracy of
69.51% and outperformed all CNN models. The InceptionResNetV2 model required the
most computation time with 1 hour and 43 minutes. However, the DenseNet201 model
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Table 3. Evaluation of the classiﬁcation results using the snapshot ensemble with 4 and 5 cosine annealing cycles

CNN architectures

Training
time

4 cycles

5 cycles

No. of
Accuracy (%)
models
Without data augmentation
VGG16
27 min
3
59.91
MobileNetV2
17 min
1
62.72
InceptionResNetV2 1 h 42 min
3
66.99
DenseNet201
1 h 4 min
3
69.32
With rotation technique
VGG16
28 min
3
60.78
MobileNetV2
18 min
4
62.72
InceptionResNetV2 1 h 43 min
1
66.99
DenseNet201
1 h 4 min
4
69.51

(A) Accuracy model

No. of
models

Accuracy (%)

3
3
4
5

60.00
60.39
67.38
67.38

2
4
3
5

59.81
62.85
66.99
68.54

(B) Loss model

Figure 6. Illustration of (A) accuracy and (B) loss models for the snapshot ensemble with four cosine annealing cycles. Note that we trained the
DenseNet201 model combined with the rotation data augmentation using
a momentum of 0.9 and a learning rate between 0-0.001.
also required more computation time. It spent 1 hour and 4 minutes of training, while
VGG16 and MobileNetV2 required the computation time of only 28 and 18 minutes, respectively. Furthermore, based on our experiments, the data augmentation technique,
especially the rotation technique, enhances the performance of the snapshot ensemble
method CNN.
For the evaluation of the snapshot ensemble with ﬁve cosine annealing cycles, undoubtedly, the DenseNet201 achieved the best accuracy of 68.54% when training with data
augmentation and 67.38% when training without data augmentation techniques. We concluded that the snapshot ensemble trained with the DenseNet201 model showed the best
accuracy on the PlantDoc dataset.
Figure 6 shows the accuracy and the loss model for the snapshot ensemble with four
cosine annealing cycles. We trained the DenseNet201 model combined with the rotation
method. Figure 6(B) shows the loss values of the snapshot ensemble using four cosine
annealing cycles. We trained the CNN model with 100 epochs to avoid overﬁtting, which
means one cycle for every 25 epochs. In each cycle, the lowest loss model was selected,
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called a snapshot. In this experiment, we obtained four DenseNet201 models. We then
used these CNN models in the snapshot ensemble.
4.4. Comparison with other ensemble methods. In this experiment, we compared
three ensemble methods: snapshot ensemble, weighted ensemble, and unweighted ensemble. We combined three CNN models for weighted and unweighted ensemble methods,
including InceptionResNetV2, MobileNetV2, and DenseNet201. The output probabilities
of the CNN models were then transferred to the ensemble methods. For the weighted
ensemble method, the output probabilities of the CNN models were then computed with
the weight of InceptionResNetV2 = 0.5, MobileNetV2 = 0.2, and DenseNet201 = 0.3.
For the snapshot, we selected the snapshot model of 4 cosine annealing cycles.
Table 4. Classiﬁcation accuracies of three ensemble methods on the PlantDoc dataset
Ensemble methods
Accuracy (%)
Unweighted ensemble
68.54
Weighted ensemble
69.32
Snapshot ensemble (M = 4)
69.51
Table 4 shows that the snapshot ensemble method with the DenseNet201 model had the
best performance with an accuracy of 69.51%. The snapshot ensemble method was slightly
better than the weighted ensemble method. In comparison, the unweighted ensemble
method achieved a rather worse performance.
5. Conclusions and Future Directions. In this paper, we evaluated the deep learning
method on the PlantDoc dataset. We ﬁrst proposed to use state-of-the-art CNN models: VGG16, MobileNetV2, InceptionResNetV2, and DenseNet201 to classify the plant
leaf and plant leaf disease images. The pre-trained CNN models were employed due to
reduced computation time and because they increased the accuracy performance. In the
experiments, we combined the data augmentation techniques, including rotation, zoom,
brightness, cutout, and mixup, while training the CNN models. The main idea was to
discover baseline CNN models and the best setting (momentum and batch size) of each
CNN model. Second, we trained four CNN models based on the snapshot ensemble
method with 4 and 5 cosine annealing cycles. Finally, three ensemble methods: snapshot
ensemble, weighted ensemble, and unweighted ensemble, were compared.
The results showed that, DenseNet201 model is the best model when training without
applying the data augmentation technique. However, when applying the data augmentation techniques, the InceptionResNetV2 combined with the rotation technique outperformed MobileNetV2 and DenseNet201 models. However, the VGG16 model showed the
lowest performance, with an accuracy of 55.92%. Surprisingly, the data augmentation
techniques that included brightness, cutout, and mixup, when combined with the CNN
models performed extremely poorly, with an accuracy of approximately 5-10%. For the
snapshot ensemble, we trained the CNN models with only 100 epochs. We experimented
with 4 and 5 cosine annealing cycles and used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as the
optimization algorithm. The results showed that the snapshot ensemble (4-cycle) trained
with the DenseNet201 model outperformed all CNN models. The accuracy of the snapshot
ensemble CNN model was 69.51%. Additionally, we then compared the snapshot ensemble method with weighted and unweighted ensemble methods. The snapshot ensemble
method showed the best performance on the PlantDoc dataset.
As a future direction, it is important to realize that, the performance of the snapshot
ensemble method is not high enough (∼69%). We will discover the learning rate that
can enhance the performance of the snapshot ensemble method. Then, we still need to
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improve the performance of the plant leaf recognition system by oﬀering the meta-learner
method. Also, we need detection or segmentation algorithms to detect and segment the
leaves in the image before the classiﬁcation process, such as YOLO and Mark R-CNN
[31, 32]. Moreover, ensemble learning and meta-learning are other directions that need
investigation [33, 34].
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